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Giuseppe Zizzo of Zizzo e Associati- Italy named as Tax Controversy Leader in World Tax’s 

dedicated Leaders series 

Tax Controversy Leaders has recognized  Giuseppe Zizzo as a highly regarded tax controversy 

adviser.   

 
The Tax Controversy Leaders guide identifies the leading individuals working in tax controversy around 

the world, as selected by their fellow tax professionals. Market leaders chosen by market leaders. This 

year, the guide covers more jurisdictions, reaches out to more individuals and recognises more 

practitioners than ever before – from rising stars just making a name for themselves to market leaders 

with decades of experience behind them.  

More than 2,500 leading tax professionals from around the globe were reached out to in order to gather 

their feedback about their markets and the individuals that stand out in them. The Tax Controversy 

Leaders guide now includes the names of almost 1,500 experts from jurisdictions in every corner of the 

world. These individuals are nominated by their peers and recommended as trusted advisers. 

Professionals were asked to name the people they would refer their clients to in the event of a conflict, 

or recommend as a local representative in another jurisdiction. All those named in the guide have 

received a minimum number of recommendations from different practitioners. The resulting list is 

therefore a collection of tax controversy leaders recognised – by the leading names in their own and 

international markets – as those who perform strongest in their field  

Professionals were asked to name the people they would refer their clients to in the event of a 

conflict, or recommend as a local representative in another jurisdiction. All those named in the 

guide have received a minimum number of recommendations from different practitioners. The 

resulting list is therefore a collection of  tax controversy leaders recognised – by the leading 

names in their own and international markets – as those who perform strongest in their field. 

Any World Tax firm rankings or individual advisor ratings awarded to Zizzo e Associati can be 

accessed here: https://www.itrworldtax.com/Lawyer/Zizzo-e-Associati/Giuseppe-

Zizzo/Profile/947#profile 

For more information about Tax Controversy Leaders, please visit 

https://www.itrworldtax.com/ 
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